
Death of a Pet 
 
 
Brown, M.  The Dead Bird.  One day, the children find a bird lying on its side with 
its eyes closed and no heartbeat. They are very sorry, so they decide to say 
good-bye. In the park, they dig a hole for the bird and cover it with warm sweet-
ferns and flowers. Finally, they sing sweet songs to send the little bird on its way. 
 J PAR PIC Brown 
 
Chichester, E. Up in Heaven.      When Arthur's dog Daisy dies, she watches 
over him from heaven and eventually helps him find a new puppy.     

j PAR PIC Chichester 
 
DiSalvo-Ryan, D. A Dog Like Jack.  After a long life of chasing squirrels, licking 
ice cream cones, and loving his adoptive family, an old dog comes to the end of 
his days.     j PAR PIC DiSalvo 
 
Newman, L. The Best Cat In The World.  A young boy deals with the loss of his 
beloved cat Charlie, eventually accepting the arrival of another, very different cat.     

j PAR PIC Newman 
 
Partridge, E.  Big Cat Pepper.   Big Cat Pepper has always been part of the 
family, but after he grows very old and dies, the boy who loves him comes to 
understand his mother's reassurance that "his spirit is forever and can fly, fly, fly." 

j PAR PIC Partridge 
 
Rylant, C. Cat Heaven.    In cat heaven there are thousands of toys to play with, 
soft angel laps to curl up in and walks in God’s garden.    j PAR PIC Rylant 
 
Rylant, C.  Dog Heaven.    God created dog heaven, a place where dogs can eat 
ice cream biscuits, sleep on fluffy clouds and run through unending fields. 

j PAR PIC Rylant 
 

Thornhill, J.  I Found a Dead Bird: The Kid's Guide to the Cycle of Life & Death.  
The death of a bird is the jumping-off point for this intelligent, wide-ranging look 
at the cycle of life. From life spans to how things die, from what happens after 
death to how people cope with the loss of a loved one, the author guides young 
readers through difficult territory with grace and sensitivity.         j 306.9 Thornhill 
 
Viorst, J.  The Tenth Good Thing About Barney.    In an attempt to overcome his 
grief, a boy tries to think of the ten best things about his dead cat.         

 j PAR PIC Rylant 
 
Wild, M.  Harry & Hopper.  One day when Harry comes home from school, his 
faithful companion Hopper isn't there to greet him, in a touching story about the 
process of healing after losing a beloved pet.   j PAR PIC Wild 



 
Wilhelm, H. I’ll Always Love You.     A child’s sadness at the death of a beloved 
dog is tempered by the remembrance of saying to it every night, “I’ll Always Love 
You”.    j PAR PIC Wilhelm 
 
Yolen, J. The Day Tiger Rose Said Goodbye. A peaceful and inspiring book to 
help children and adults cope with the loss of a pet, the story, focuses not on the 
death as much as the life in the last day of an older cat named Tiger Rose. Tiger 
Rose's kitten days are long gone and she's grown too tired to stay, so she says 
her goodbyes to all the creatures and the joys of her natural world—from the 
scolding blue jay, to the dog and children she shares her home with, to a 
chipmunk, startled by her gentleness, to her favorite shady patch under a piney 
bush. In a final vision, Tiger Rose takes one last leap into the blue sky and 
becomes one with all—the earth, the air, the sun. . . . This is perhaps the most 
reassuring book on death available for children.    j PAR PIC Yolen 
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